BMJ in the News is a weekly digest of BMJ stories, plus any other news about the company that has appeared in the national and a selection of English-speaking international media.

Latest highlights (2 Jul - 8 Jul):

- A research paper published in BMJ Open Diabetes Research & Care about the link between women who work 45 hours or more and the risk of diabetes gained worldwide coverage including Fortune, TIME and CNN.
- In Emergency Medicine Journal, a study of patients’ attitudes to tattoos and piercings on their physician made international headlines including ABC News, Medical Xpress and Science Daily.
- A research paper published in The BMJ say that mothers who stick to a healthy lifestyle may reduce the risk of childhood obesity, which was covered by The Times, New York Post and Reuters.

BMJ

News release labeling system launches in the UK: Will it help cleanse the polluted stream of media messaging? - Health News Review 03/07/2018

The BMJ

NHS at 70

National Health Service's 70th anniversary inspires protests across UK - CNN 05/07/2018
UK's National Health Service celebrates 70th anniversary - Keyt 05/07/2018

Also covered by: The National, Liverpool Echo, ABC17News, News.com.au

Research: Association between maternal adherence to healthy lifestyle practices and risk of obesity in offspring: results from two prospective cohort studies of mother-child pairs in the United States

Health-conscious mothers slash children's obesity risk - The Times + The Times Scotland + The Times Ireland 05/07/2018
Child obesity could be influenced by mom's lifestyle habits: Study - ABC News 05/07/2018
Mothers who follow five healthy habits may reduce risk of obesity in children - Science Daily 05/07/2018

Also covered by: BT.com, Harvard Gazette, Medical Daily, Shropshire Star, Business
**Research:** Risks and benefits of direct anticoagulants versus warfarin in a real world setting: cohort studies using two primary care databases

New blood-thinner drugs a safer way to cut stroke risks - Independent.ie 05/07/2018
Study Highlights Benefits of Newer Anticoagulants - Medscape 05/07/2018
Study Finds Direct Oral AntiCoagulants (DOACs) Safe in A Fib - MedicalResearch.com 07/07/2018
Also covered by: Daily Mail + Scottish Daily Mail, News.com.au

**Other coverage included:**

Will my ‘happy pills’ give me dementia? - The Mail on Sunday 01/07/2018
England World Cup success in Russia ‘will lead to baby BOOM of little Harrys’ - Daily Star 01/07/2018
10 activities which are not helpful in curing depression - Times Now 01/07/2018
WASP STING TURNED ME INTO A NYMPHO! - Sunday Sport 01/07/2018 (link unavailable)
Is Brexit going to be bad for our health? - Daily Mirror 02/07/2018
How to tackle World Cup stress - watch Harry canine - Reuters 02/07/2018
How to tackle World Cup stress - watch Harry canine - Eurosport 02/07/2018
UK food industry is not failing on sugar reduction targets, says expert - FoodNavigator.com 02/07/2018
THESE PLANTS, WHICH WILL HELP TO BEAT FATIGUE, " THE CHRONICLE OF WORLD EVENTS - The Siver Times 02/07/2018
Coffee linked to longer life in latest study, suggesting it's part of a healthy diet - USA Today 03/07/2018
There’s a puppy live stream to help you deal with stress while watching the World Cup - Metro London 03/04/2018
Will six lattes a day keep the doctor away? - The Times Ireland + The Times T2 04/07/2018 (link unavailable)
Thailand caves: How long can you survive without food or water? - Health 24 04/07/2018
Happy birthday, NHS - National Health Executive 04/07/2018
World Cup wedding: Football fans in crisis as quarter-final clashes with 3pm ceremonies - Daily Mirror 04/07/2018
Free healthcare services not enough to ensure equal access by women: study - LiveMint 04/07/2018
Vitamin D and Gestational Hypertension, Preeclampsia Risk: Is There a Connection? - Clinical Advisor 05/07/2018
Don't let go of the egg-o - The Tao News 05/07/2018
Smartphones take a toll on city kids’ health, grades - The Times of India 05/07/2018
Jeremy Hunt should give the NHS the birthday present it badly needs: his resignation - The Independent 05/07/2018
GP vacancies at record high despite recruitment pledge - The Independent 06/07/2018
A Twist On Charles Dickens: He Was A Public Health Pioneer Too - Maine Public 06/07/2018
NHS not what it used to be - The Irish Times 06/07/2018
Constant police violence takes massive toll on black Americans’ mental health, per study - ThinkProgress 06/07/2018
Here's why you should always sleep on your side, according to sleep experts - Business Insider 07/07/2018
Labour members to help shape drugs policy for 21st century - The Guardian 08/07/2018
Britain is the ONLY European country with a declining life expectancy - inquiry launched - Daily Express 08/07/2018
HUNT PROBE ON DEATH RATE RISE - The Sun 08/07/2018
Banning sex work advertising online will put sex workers in danger - The Independent 08/07/2018
William McBride, obstetrician who helped to uncover the thalidomide scandal – obituary - The Telegraph 08/07/2018
Britain's worst mass water poisoning happened 30 years ago in Cornwall and victims want answers - Cornwall Live 08/07/2018
Give time to patients in hospitals, else faith healers will make it a biz - The Times of India 08/07/2018

JOURNALS

BMJ Open Diabetes Research & Care
Research: Adverse effect of long work hours on incident diabetes in 7065 Ontario workers followed for 12 years
Women Who Work Long Hours Could Be at a Greater Risk for Diabetes - Fortune 03/07/18
Women who work 45 hours a week have a 63% higher risk of diabetes - but it has the OPPOSITE effect on men - Daily Mail 03/07/18
WORKING TOO MANY HOURS COULD INCREASE A WOMAN'S RISK OF DEVELOPING DIABETES, RESEARCH SUGGESTS - Newsweek 02/07/18

Also covered by:
UK and international

Health/business/other
Romper, Newstrack, InStyle, Sequence Media News, Brinkwire, Daily News & Analysis, SimpleMost, Ladders

Walnuts each day keep the doctor away? Times of India 03/07/18

‘70% north Indian women low in vitamin D, at high diabetes risk’ - Business Standard 03/07/2018
Study links low vitamin D levels with onset of diabetes - The Hindu 04/07/2018
‘Women more likely to have vitamin D deficiency’ - The Asian Age 04/07/2018


Emergency Medicine Journal

Research: An observational study of patients’ attitudes to tattoos and piercings on their physicians: the ART study
New research shows patients OK with South Australian medics with tattoos and piercings News.com.au 04/07/18
Do patients care if their doctors have tattoos or piercings? ABC News 02/07/18
Tattoos not a turn-off in emergency doctors Cosmos Magazine 03/07/18

Also covered by: The Advertiser (Australia), HealthDay, Health24, Science Daily, Medical Xpress, Becker’s Hospital Review, Medical Bag, Doctors Lounge, Monthly Prescribing Reference, FierceHealthcare, Irish Times, SandHills Express (Nebraska), AuntMinnie, Univadis, KITV, KWBE, KSRO, WLTZ38

Vet Record

Debate: Why has it taken so long to improve cat care?
Client View: Why I use a cat-friendly clinic
Research: Cats on farms in the UK: numbers and preventive care

No coverage

Happiness is ... a non-clinical problem - VetSurgeon News 03/07/2018

Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases

Getting treated for rheumatoid arthritis? Cut weight, stop smoking - Deccan Chronicle 03/07/2018

SPAR Model May Predict Mild Interstitial Lung Disease in Systemic Sclerosis - Rheumatology Advisor 04/07/2018
Similar Quality of Life Reported in Rheumatoid Arthritis, Psoriatic Arthritis - Rheumatology Advisor 05/07/18

RA: Low Disease Activity Maintained With Methotrexate After Tocilizumab Discontinuation - Rheumatology Advisor 06/07/18

Canadian Research Reveals Individuals With RA May Be More Prone to Diabetes - Newswire.net 07/07/2018

BMJ Case Reports

20-YEAR-OLD WOMAN SUFFERS OPTIC NEUROPATHY AFTER HEAVY PERIOD - Optometry Today 02/07/2018

A Woman Fractured Her Eye Socket By Blowing Her Nose - TIME 03/07/18

HAVE WEAK IMMUNITY? DON'T GET A TATTOO - The Nation (Kenya) 03/07/18

Woman, 45, left with a second degree burn after applying freshly sliced raw GARLIC on her toe to treat a fungal nail infection - Daily Mail 04/07/2018

14-year old temporarily loses vision after his face is sucked into pool drainage system - AOP 06/07/18

14-YEAR-OLD TEMPORARILY LOSES VISION AFTER HIS FACE IS SUCKED INTO A POOL DRAINAGE SYSTEM - Optometry Today 06/07/2018

Man's penis became 'entirely buried' and he 'couldn't walk after his scrotum swelled to 30CM' - The Mirror 07/07/2018

Also in: The Sun

BMJ Evidence-Based Medicine

Long-term Antibiotic Use May Work to Reduce Flares in Bronchiectasis Patients, Study Says - Bronchiectasis News Today 05/07/2018

BMJ Global Health

Women do not avail insurance as much as men - Deccan Herald 06/07/2018

BMJ Open

Doing This Simple Trick Throughout Your Lifetime Lowers Your Risk Of Death - Australian Men's Health 02/07/2018

For a Quarter of Myeloma Patients, Diagnosis Can Take 3 Months or More - Cancer Therapy Advisor 02/07/2018
Mental health burden for Indigenous Australians exceeds estimates  - Medical Xpress 03/07/18

Continuity of care is vital for people with learning disabilities  - Evening Standard 03/07/2018 (link unavailable)

What Happens When You See The Same Doctor? Link With Lower Death Rates  - Forbes 05/07/2018

Study Suggests Seeing The Same Doctor Over Time Can Save Your Life  - Mandatory 03/07/18

Also in: Practice Business, Reuters, KFGO, Business Insider, Pharmacy News, Ahmedabad Mirror, KFGO News, Reuters, Ahmedabad Mirror,

Most general practitioners back medical cannabis  - The Australian 04/07/2018

Patients ask 60 per cent of GPs about medicinal cannabis  - ABC News 04/07/2018

Aussie Doctors Don't Know How ToPrescribe Medical Cannabis  - Ten Daily 04/07/2018

Also covered by: Business Insider Australia, The Irrigator, The Tasmania Examiner, Pharmacy News, Multiple Sclerosis News Today

British Doctors Lack Transparency Where Big Pharma Pays  - Bloomberg 03/07/2018

Fewer women covered by Aarogyasri  - Deccan Chronicle 05/07/18

Review Finds Time to Diagnosis for Multiple Myeloma Can Be Significantly Reduced  - AJMC Managed Networks 05/07/2018

Fewer women covered by Aarogyasri  - Deccan Chronicle 05/07/2018

Telemedicine Intervention for Neuropsychiatric Symptoms in Long-term Care Facilities
Psychiatry Advisor 05/07/18

British Journal of Ophthalmology

Combined Cataract Surgery Ups Postop Endophthalmitis Risk  - Medscape 05/07/2018

British Journal of Sports Medicine

Speech to Text for Depression in Student Athletes  - KIMT3 News 01/07/2018

Not Flossing and 6 Other Unexpected Things That May Take Years Off Your Life  - Bustle 02/07/2018

5 Habits That Help You Live Longer & Happier, According To Experts  - Elite Daily 02/07/2018

It Isn't Just the Steps. It's the Pace  - New York Times 03/07/2018 (link unavailable)

Walk briskly for your health. About 100 steps a minute.  - The Business Times (Singapore) 03/07/2018

Also in: Sport Luxe, Brit+ Co, International New York Times, Sporteluxe
Physical activity at work increases early mortality risk  Personnel Today (Occupational health roundup 06/07/18

Why England-Colombia World Cup Match Triggered Apple Heart Rate Alerts - Inverse 06/07/2018

Transform Your Upper Body With These 18 Strengthening Exercises  PopSugar 06/07/18

Bad habits that may be killing you  THV11.com KTHV  06/07/18 (link unavailable)

So what exactly is a brisk walk?  International New York Times 06/07/18 (link unavailable)

Occupational health research round-up: July 2018  - Personnel Today 06/07/2018

Transform Your Upper Body With These 18 Strengthening Exercises  - Popsugar 06/07/2018

Bad running form responsible for knee pains, not running itself  - The Hindustan Times 07/07/2018

Jessie James Decker is having sports bra drama, and it's so relatable  - Yahoo News 08/07/2018

Injury Prevention

BB gun incident underscores importance of training, supervision  Brunswick News 05/07/18 (link unavailable)

Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health

Sanity & Self Launches First Guided Wellness App with Mindfulness... - Virtual Strategy 02/07/2018

Children are more likely to become snorers if they are exposed to second-hand smoke, finds study  Daily Mail 06/07/18
Secondhand smoking tied to snoring in kids  Reuters 05/07/18
Secondhand smoking tied to snoring in kids  - Business Insider 05/07/2018

Journal of Medical Ethics

Abortion Ethics: Finding Points of Agreement  The Verde Independent (Arizona) 02/07/18

Occupational & Environmental Medicine
Occupational carcinogens on the rise Personnel Today 06/07/18 (Research round-up)

Tobacco Control

WHO's Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products Is Now 'Live' - The Wire 01/07/2018

MONTANA PROPOSAL PUNISHES LOWER INCOME SMOKERS, IS A DISSERVICE TO TOBACCO HARM REDUCTION The Heartland Institute 03/07/18

IQOS cigarettes not as harmless as claimed: new study PanArmenian.net 04/07/18